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State Rep. Greiman shakes hands with Jimmie Ross of Veterans Affairs on Handicapped
Awareness Day.

Handicapped make point
for better building· accessibility
Last Wednesday over thirty
able-bodied Northeastern students and faculty members
joined a group of ten perennially handicapped students
through the corridors surrounding Village Square - on
wheelchairs - to support the
noble intentions of Handicapped Awareness Day. The
event was sponsored by the
C.Y.A.D: (College Youth Against Disabilities) and lasted
for six hours, from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m.
In what -evolved as a day
saturated with moments of
sorrow, humor, irtconvenience,
sympathy, irony, despair, and
heartwarming instances of
11Itruism, the CYAD staged
the event to encourage the
healthy to become aware of the
pangs of being confined to a
wheelchair, of having to get .
around in a world designed for
able-bodied travel. It was like
a bold scientific experiment of '
which the hard-won conclusions would only be vaguely
approachable throµgh any other, weaker means. For here the
healthy were now offered a
genuinely disturbing glimpse·
-into the lonely, thwarted life of
the paraplegic. And they did
this in the only fact-facmg way
available - by experiencing it
for themselves.
· The handicapped participants, often riding side-by-side
with the healthy, were particularly comforted by the sense of
commo_nality they evok~d in

them, finding their liv~s
different in body, perhaps, but
certainly not in spirit. "We got
along beautifully," beamed a ·
legless participant.
Chairs for the able-bodied
were rented and delivered by
volunteers, many of whom,
including Jimmie• Ross, Coordinator of Veteran's Affairs,
were NIU administrators.
Ross, who extended his participation in the program by
riding in a chair himself,'
recalled his hour of confinement: "You get more attention. People were nice, always
eager .to help me by opening
doors, saying hello, and smiling at me," though at times,
••I did feel a sense
of
I
helplessness in that chair. It
was like being a man who has
no feet."
Ironically, the sickly felt at
home in their chairs while the
fledgling he~lthy could seldom
tum a corner without being
given a push by a sympathetic
passerby - or becoming
maimed themselves. "I was
stuck in
a corner in the
Community Center for three
hours," grumbled one novice.
"It was like learning to drive a
car or ride a bike. It's scary. "
Adding much well-spent
time to the event was Illinois
State Rep. Alan Greiman
(D-15th), whose extensive
chair ride through three buildings prompted him to take
note of one of the paraplegic's
most formidable travel hazards

- steep ramps. "They're
·dangerous," he warned.
Handicapped travel safety
at NIU would be much better
facilitated by the use of
additional lifts instead of the
ominous ramps. However,
NIU's willingness to fund
three new lifts was discouraged by city hall, which claims
that the proposed lift sites are
inaccessible and in consequent
violation of a city ordinance.
CY AD intends to negotiate
until an agreement is reached
and the lifts installed.
Handicapped
Awareness
Day was only one of many
outstanding attempts of
CY AD to make the crippled
life seem less dim and
frustrating. The organization
now plans to host a luncheon
in November here at NIU for
the juniors and seniors of
Spaulding High School (for handicapp~ students) to acquaint them with the possibility of attending college.
CY AD heartily welcomes
new members to its organization. Meetings are scheduled
during Activity Hour (1:0~0
Tuesday afternoon) in Room
3031 of the Classroom Building. If you can't drop in at
that time but would still like
to join CYAD; contact Barbara Bale, fauculty advisor, in
the Counseling Center at ext.
361. And remember, whether
you're handicapped or not,
CY AD has a worthwhile place
for you.

by Robert J. Kosinski
The controversial $9 Athletic . Fee was approved for
implementation by a vote of
493 to 350 by the Northeastern
student body in ·a referendum
held on September 20 and 21.
The issue of whether or not
p art-time graduate students
should pay student activity fes
also won student approval by
a 576 to 271 vote, but the plan
for a mandatory hospital
insurance fee for students not already covered by an insurance policy failed 495 to 343.
Ballots from the five referendum posts (at the main
campus, the Center for Inner
City Studies, El Centro,
Uptown and the Westside
Center) were finally counted on
the afternoon of Tuesday,
October 4, after the S,t udent
Supreme Court ruled that the
referendum should not be
declared invalid due to certain
election irregularities.
The referendum was tumed
over to the Court's discretion
over two weeks ago because

election rules were not followed
by two of the Centers, a
discrepancy'apparently existed
between the number of voters
and the number of ballots cast
as indicated in the election
check-off system and because
of charges of electioneering.
The Supreme Court met for
one . hour to hear the arguments of both sides and after a
short period of private deliberation, arrived at a three to one
decision in favor of continuing
the referendum process.

Counting of the ballots took
close to three hours and 65 of
the 914 ballots cast were
declared invalid because they
had not been dated.
Voting by campus was as
follows: Main Campus 772
ballots cast; Center for Inner
City Studies 97; Uptown 9 ; El
Centro 18; and Westside 18.
The referendum results have
been sent to University President Ron Williams so he can
relay them to the Board of
Governors.

Counselors ready for
probation students
All students on academ'ic
probation as of the beginning
of the fall trimester will be
receiving letters from members
of the University Counseling
Staff inviting them to come in
to discuss their records and
whatever circumstances they
feel accounted for their academic performance.
Failure to maintain a '.'C"
average can result from a
number of factors, such as
improper course selection, family pressures, person,al . problems, lack of finances, confusion in regard to vocational
goals, etc. Counselors, with
their profrssional training and
experience, can _b e o: real
assistance to students who are
striving to bring their cumulative grade point averages up to
the required 3.0 ("C") by the
end of the fall trimester and

thus avoid being dropped for
poor scholarship. University
regulations as described in the
catalog allow a student one
trimester only in which to
redeem his record.
The fall trimester is moving
right along, so it is most
important that students. stop
by for assistance at their first
opportunity. The receptionist
in Room Bll5 will be glad to
arrange a conference at a
convenient time.
If, for some reason, you. do
not receive a letter and are on
academic probation, plea~e do
not let this stop you from
seeking the assistance of a
counselor. Be sure to come to
the Center, Room Bl15, and
make an appointment.
The welcome mat is out! The
counselors are looking forward
to meeting and working with
you.
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noise
pollution

lette:r s

aware!} of some of these noise
producing elements. I will only
mention here just one.
1 DOORS.
One need only to
open some of the main or
secondary exit doors surroundTo the editor:
ing
the university and . . .
bottom
looking
up.
s--t. This good fellow's proclaWhile taking a Biology
Wham!
You get it right behind
This
impertinent
knave
has
mation of what I had thought
. course in my freshman year
your back (or somebody else's
was only expected· of me raised me to the level of many .
here at UNI, I saw a _very
face}, not to mention the to~l
Dear Mr. Kosinski,
explains a curious· incident in illustrious men. For it has
interesting
movie. In part, it
disruption of conversation and
There appeared in your my life. Several weeks ago always been the fate of
dealt with all kinds of
the shock waves sent through
edition of Friday, September there was a fellow, wearing virtuous men to be hounded
pollution with which we come
the corridors.
30, 1977, a letter directed dark glasses and a trench coat, concerning the movement of
in contact with in our daily
If we · are to fight against
toward me signed by one loitering around the upstairs their bowels. It was for this
lives.
One kind of pollution
pollution, ALL kinds of polluPetruchio Pickle, which I convenience (that is to say, it reason that Socrates could ·
which the movie pr~sented was
tion, why not start right here
shrewdly conclude to be a is more convenient than stick- hardly wipe his buttocks, what
noise
pollution.
Much
of
the
·
at
UNI. The UNI administrapseudonym, and an aptly ing one's buttocks out the with the interference of Melenoise we hear in our . daily _ tion has here an opportunity to
, chosen one, for by what he has window when there is a chill in tus. And Jesus could scarcely
activities comes frqm sources
show to themselves and the
written he is undoubtedly a the air, thereby preventing one fart but · that some Scribe
which
are beyond our control
rest of us that we are not
fool. This rogue, who has done from catching a most unusual would make note of it.
to ~liminate. However, there
going to have the doors of
little to familiarize himself cold}. This gentleman, I know
This cowardly wretch signs
are certain noise producing
noise pollution thrown in our
with the English language, not for sure who it was, but it not his true name because he
elements that we can eliminate
faces.
calling himself the "most must be this same cowardly has little confidence in either
A concerned student,
humblest," whose bastard rogue, was continually snoop- his wit or his prowess in or at least minimize. Here at
UNI, I've become aware (very
Jose M. De Juan
birth out of Mother Television ing about the washroom door, battle. He knows all too well
ha!! prompted him to nurture till one time I caught crouched the difference between being a
the Johnny Carson alliterative beneath the flush closet, fool and being known as one.
style of wit, conceals his name smelling strongly of excre- This quivering rogue has done
out of cowardice. For he fears ment, furiously scribbling .nothing against the former,
the power of my lance and the notes on a small pad of paper. but has taken great precaution
pain of my mighty sword, I thought at the time it was
against the latter. We seldom
wielded by my invincible rig~t somewhat out of the ordinary,
feel the pain of our own
arm.
ignorance, but are quite sensibut it slipped my mind to ask
The Chicago Area Women's
of the Program orr Women at
But I have been ordained by him what was the nature of tive to the pain that it causes
Studies
Association
and
·
th~
Northeastern University. The
the Oracle at Delphi; this very his business, the nature of in others. This half-witted
Chicago
Council
of
Women's
conference
will focus on a
morning I mount my charger mine being quite urgent. I can scoundrel knows what he is,
Programs
will
co-sponsor
an
reassessment
of women's proand set out on my quest. I only conclude that it must
and it bothers him not in the
grams in the area and will also
shall search the world over for have been this very same least. But he stands on guard all-day conference on Friday,
include workshops and inforthis insolent scoundrel, and scoundrel who was in that . for fear that anyone else find November 4, .1977 entitled
mation sharing. For further
"Women's
Educational
Proothers like him, and finding upstairs convenience with me out. Happiness is to some
information,
contact Jean Gilgrams:
SurveY,ing
the
Sevenhim, I shall put him to the test as I went about my routine,
public and not private.
lies, President of C.A.W.S.A.,
ties." It will be held on the
and teach him to respect his much to his misery.
It
is
unconscionable
that
I
•
at Northeastern Illinois Unicampus of the University of
betters. Guided as I am by the
No doubt he mu~t have should suffer so at the hands
versity, or Patricia Handzel,
Illinois,
Chicago
Circle,
and
light of God, I know I shan't more information concerning of a scoundrel so greatly
President of C.C.W.P., at
will
feature
a
keynote
address
fail.
deserving of a few good cuffs
my bowel movements that he
Oakton Community College.
This rascal describes with could share' with us: their about the head. The matter is by Arlene Kaplan Daniels,
so clear that it will admit• to noted ~ociolo~st ~nd Director
glee an aspect. of my life I had color, shape, size, weight. I
previously thought to be of a
little dispute. I never will have
know little about these things,
private nature. But because he
PRINT, the officially recognized student newspaper
except what I have observed in peace of mind till all honest
is so impressed with his great
serving Northeastern Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Louis
my own efforts. I have been men are of my opinion: by
consequence, everyone reading
discov~ry I feel compelled to told, however, that the ones
Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60625, is published each Friday during
this is to embrace it immedimake a public announcement: that float are preferable to
the regular academic year. Material published herein is not
to be confused with views expressed by the university
It is true that for some time those . which, like this rogue,
tely and procure that all who
now, on · a regular basis spend their lives at the bottom · deserve my esteem may do so
administration.
The editors have sole authority governing all materi;ll
(Thanks to God and Special of the bowl. Perhaps he could
too.
Sincerely,
submitted and· reserve the right to edit copy. Editing
K}, I have been known to take tell us how life looks from the
Thomas A. Corfman
implies that editors need not accept all submitted material.
Good journalistic standards will be maintained.
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday, 12:00 noon,
for the following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed.
Late copy or material that ·does not · conform to the
standards set forth under I>rint publication policy will be
handled accordingly by the editors. The editors will publish,
Eget, Secretary-Treasurer. Dr. Lambda Chapter is planning a
Northeastern Illinois Uni·
at
their discretion, any letters to the editor,
Charles
Pastors
was
elected
·
number
of
interesting
activi~
versity now has a Chapter of
announcements,
articles, photos, advertising, or other
faculty
advisor.
The
chapter
ties.
There
will
be
regular
Pi Sigma Alpha, the National
sub111itted material.
was confirmed by the National monthly meetings at which
Political Science Honor SociReaders are encouraged to submit letters to the editor.
Office in mid-August, and it members will present papers
ety. Pi Sigma Alpha was
Unsigned
letters will not be published, but names will be
was
designated
"Theta
Lambfor
discussion
and
debate,
founded in 1920 at the
withheld and remrun confidential upon request. Obscenities
da."
addresses by nationally recogUniversity of Texas, and now
are discouraged.
The installation ceremony nized speakers, initiation banhas a membership of over
The Office of Print is open daily and is located in room
35,000 in Chapters across the . and banquet for the Charter" quets for new members, and a
E-049,
north of the cafeteria. Our telephone number is
Members
will
be
held
on
variety
of
social
events.
United States. It is the only
1
583-4050, extensions 508 and 509. After 9:00 PM or
Wednesday, October 12. The
Membership in the society is
official honor society for
after the switchboard is closed, call ~ect 583-4065.
guest speaker will be State open to all those who meet the
Political Science.
Comptroller
Michael
Bakalis,
following requirements: at
The installation process began last May, when Michael who will receive the first least ten semester hours in
Editor-in-Chief ......................................... Robert J. Kosinski
Lyons, the President of the honorary membership in the Political Science, including at
Associate Editor ...................................... Diana L. Saunders
Theta Lambda Chapter. The least one 300 level course, with
Political Science Club, appoint· Business Manager ................................... Mitch~U S. Braun
ed Mr. Jacobo Szapiro Chair- evening's activities will include a G.P.A. of B or better; and an
Sports Editor.....................•................................ John Stepal
man of an ad hoc committed to a coffee and reception for Mr. overall G.P.A. su.fficient to
Photo Editor .................................................. Ciitdy Hagerty Bakalis, a library tour, and a place them in the upper one
investigate the possibility of a
Northeastern Chapter. Mr. · banquet at which a representa- third of their graduating class.
Szapiro and Ms. Irene Kruger tive of- the Society will present There is also a membership fee
carefully researched the re- - the Charter Members with of $25. Anyone interested in
STAFF: Larry Brittan, Jerome V. Brown, Kathy Brozek,
quirements for
establishing their membership certificates. joining the society should see
Duane Cerny, Tom Grossmayer, Sue Lamb, Ross
such a chapter and initiated The new. chapter has twenty- one of the club's officers, who
Helfand, Rich Michal,. Dan Pearson, Siddy Ziegler . .
seven
Charter
Members
(listed
will
be
delighted
to
aid
all
the application procedure. During the summer, several meet- below}, including the entire potential members.
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Rena Fellner, James Gross, ,Ann
ings were held to recruit faculty of the Political Science
F . Holda, Dolora Jung, .Bill Sanford.
u111u1111111111111111111111111111iilfmiifllllmlnllfi
potential members, and in late Department.
The purpose of , the society ~ Professional Typist
July, when it bacame evident
. . . to stimula te i
fBM Selectric
§
that the chapter would be is :
established, the '~oup elected productive sch'olarship and
its first officers: Reynolds B. intelligent interest in t he
677-7748
:
Schultz, President; Bea Karr, subject of government." To
Ji1111111111n111111111111111111111m11111111111111H1mf
Vice-President; and Susan further this end, the Theta

etcetera

Women's Studies
con_fere nee planned

·Poli Sci ho~or society started .

!

·i .

I
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I
Singer Joe Black performs for reception audience. (Photo by Robert J. Kosinski)
•

"Every burned book enlightens the world."
Ralph Waldo Emerson
by Robert J. Kosinski
Among all the material
which passes in front of me
each week, every once in a

Groups combine for Judaic reception
ies, and discussions on Israeli
politics. Last year there were
many interesting activities and
events. A few of these included
an Israeli cultural exhibit, a
speaker who was an actual
victim of the Entebbe raid,
and a presentation of the Haifa
Theater. In the coming year,
a member of the Israeli
Consulate, "Nahum Shamir",
is going to speak. On Oct. 11th
there will be an open coffee
house in CC 216 from 12:00 to
2:00 p.m.
Robin Bluestein, president
of "Kial Yisroel", also spoke
about her club. Where as
"Students for Israel" is mostly
concerned with matters having
to do with Israel, " Kial

Thursday Evening September 29th, the two Jewish
Organizations on campus,
"Kial Yisroel" and "Students
for Israel" held a reception for
all Jewish students, faculty,
and staff to mingle. Refreshments were served, and Joe
Black, a N!?rthwestern University Freshman entertained
with his voice and guitar.
Officers of both cluqs were
present.
-Moshe Rotstein, president of
"Students for Israel" gave a
brief outline of the ideas and
goals for his club. He says the
amin · point of the club is to
familiarize students with tlie
culture of Israel. This is done
through films, speakers, mov-

, Yisroel" is mainly interested in
the cultural side of Jewish
history . "Kial Yisroel" has
many programs of Jewish
interest, discussions , films,
and speakers. Last year a big
event was a retreat to Camp
Chi.
On Thursday, Oct. 13th, at
1:00 p.m. , "Students for
Israel" are having an open
meeting in CC 216 to discuss
plans for the coming year. The
following day, same place,
dame time, "Kial Yisroel" is
also having an open meeting
for discussion. both clubs
urge people to join. Everyone
is welcome to come and give
their opinions and ideas.
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area an~ persons who may not
have wished to view the
production would have no
other choice but to leave.
Nordberg had the film
committee members move
their film to a room in the
Commuter Center the day
before the· showing.
The question arises, of
course, as to whether this
action is an example of
administrative censorship of a
student group or, simply,
forceful advisement.
It stands to reason that any
film shown in the Unicorn may
be objectionable to somebody
either because of content, a
critical sense of the viewer or
because they may just not feel
like seeing a movie at the time.
The decision of keeping a film
series in the Unicorn has been
left up to a committee of
students, but just how much
lattitude is the univers ity
administration willing to give
· them, or any student group
that. stages an exhibit in the
hallways.
I firmly believe that 'the
sincerest concerns prompted
the exodus of Dynamite Chicken, but who is now to be the
judge of what people at this
university are allowed to see or
read?

while, I will come upon a piece
of vulgar or obscene inclusions
which I must either ignote or
eliminate. Such an instance
occurred this week in the form
of a letter to the editor
received last Tuesday.
Now, rather than strike the
entire submission from this
edition, I tried to carefully
examine each questionable
point and " euphemized" them
accordingly, trying at all times
to maintain the context and
spirit of each thought. I do
this, not especially out of
personal reference, but rather
to discourage such a thing
from becoming a habit with
the contributors.
It just so happened that on
the following day, the Unicorn
Matinee Film Series of the
Commuter Center Activities
Board had scheduled a cartoon
featu re called Dynamite Chicken as their noon presentation
in the Unicorn. The cartoon
had been rated "X" and, for
that reason, or perhaps for the
reason of why it was rated
"X", the Acting Assistant
Dean of Students, Joan Nordberg, felt it was unsuitable for
showing in the Unicorn.
There is logic to that opinion
and it is not altogether wrong.
The Unicorn is not a restricted
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JEWISH STUDENTS: We need your ideas! Come to KLAL
• _" , YISROEL's Planning Meeting on Thursday._ October 13 at 1:00

annOJ1_
n_
c e1nents .

&

.

\

,..
merican *
PETITIONS ARE AVAILABLE for any student
: Sleep Shop ,i_ interested
in becoming a senior. Pick up petitions in the Student

!•

4835 N. K edzie.

.: Government Office anytime. Deadline for the submission is

267'-2870

. . .

Jt- midnight, October 18. Senate elections will be held October 25

LUNCH, DINNER & LA T[ ;;N,iCKS

and 26.
THERE ARE STUDENT VACANCIES on the following
committees: Student Affairs Council (2); Student Fees and
Allocations Committee (2) ; Student Satellite Advisory
Committee (1); Constitution Revision Committee ( 1); Faculty
Evaluation Committee (1); Vehicle Committee (1); Parking
Appeals Board (1); Supreme Court (1); Student Alternate AC_P D

1

** *•*************
(

?17.ZA IN THE PAN

•

f; oc;d sil s
G: ,: ~rc11 1,:_J Gull ib urgers
Rib~ ' Ct. ; .:I.·~ • Slea.:s

(1).

Interested students please contact the Student Government
Office and/or attend the next Student Senate meeting -October
10, at. which time these vacancies will be filled.
REST AURA NT & PUB
8808MILWA UKEE AV ~ .
Phone 298-2100
(c~mer M llw~ukee A Dempster)
2727 W . H ..,W"ard St. 33& 2166

' "Flow•n & PlaRt• for All Owuio,u"

§ JHC A\ JE' JE Jll•

JE'l OJllJC §1L §
3358Wesl Bryn Mawr
hicago , 111. 47&6276

1()% DISCOUNT
TO ALL
UNI STUDENTS
AND FACUl.,.TY
WITH 1.0.'S

Oct. 11 at 7:00 in the Auditorium CCAB Roll-em Films
presents "THE. GREAT WHITE HOPE " starring James Earl
Jones. Tickets are free with UNI ID.
This week, the CCAB Unicom Matinee Theatre will present
"OLD YELLER". Oct. 12 at 12:00 in the Unicorn. Admission is
free with UNI ID .
Oct; 12, at 3:00 in the Unicom -CCAB Coffeehaus presents
"Joey Brown and Co." featuring folk guitar and flute. Free
coffee, tea and munchies will be available.
-. CCAB Concert Committee wants to hear from you. Come and
join us on Tues. Oct. 11 at 1:00 to help us decide on 'future
programs. This open forum will be held in the CCAB office E205,
above the Book Nook. Refreshments will be served at' 2:30.
Remember, the only way we can program the concerts you want
t6 hear is if you come and tell us.

inCC215.

EARTH SCIENCE CLUB ANNUAL FALL BRAWL will be
held on Frid~y. October 14 from 1:00 till whenever at the Hidden
Cove Lounge (see Print ad). This is a time to get together and
meet each other and the professors in a special way, beer and
pizza - cost around $2. Everyone is welcome - you need not be
an Earth Science Major.
THE SPANISH CLUB invites all of its members and friends
to a wine.and cheese party on Tuesday, .October 11th at 1:00 p.m.
in the Heritage Room.
New Club members and the Spanish faculty are guests of
honor.
TONIGHT SENIOR RECITAL? Jean Kem Classical Guitar
.Recitar Hall, A131, 7:00 p.m.
.
THE POLISH STUDENTS ALLIANCE meets Thursday, 13
Oct. 77, at 1:00 p.m. in Room CLS 2056. The movie, "Poland
!foday" will be shown. Everyone welcome!
INDEPENDENT CLUB BOARD will meet on Monday,
'October 10 at 10:00 in the morning. There is presently one open
position on the Board which may be filled at the meeting. If you .
have any questions leave a message for Donald Collins,
Chairperson, in the Student Senate Office.
EARTH SCIENCE CLUB PRESENTS &ALASKA", on
Thursday, October 13 at 1 :00 in S-120. Student, Gregg Schey will
present his slides, refreshments will be served, all are invited to
attend .
EARTH SCIENCE CLUB FIELD TRIP on Saturday, October
22. We will be visiting a quarry in Rensalaer, Indiana to collect
pyrite-" fool 's gold" . For more information come to an Earth
Science Club meeting held Thursdays in S-120 at 1:00 or leave a
message for Ann at extension 737.

The smart way to-go to school.
RTA!sNew
Route89. ·
The snap
·
· course to your
courses at
Northeastern. .
Here 's how to make it in time
for Psych and Bio while you
even study enroute . Just pick
up our new RTA bus route 89,
which provides service·
between Northeastern U. and
Evanston via Lincolnwood and
Skokie . To get to school just
catch the bus along Crawford/
Pulaski or Church Street we ·II
take you right to the campus
on Bryn Mawr.
Of course, an important
factor that makes our way so
intel ligent is the cost only 50
cents. For another 10 cents you
can buy a Transfer good for
RTA connecting routes as well
as CTA services.
If you'd like to further your
transportatioi:, education, get a ~
map and timetable from the
~
Information Center.

·•~~
=====

I get around. .

.

Regional .
Transportataon
Authority

•
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WiZaRDs over the air
by Rick Michal
·For some time now, there
has been mysterious melodies
and satiric sound emanating
from speakers located not only
around Northeastern's campus, but also throughout the
northwestern
Chicagoland
, area.
. Are there really wizards
: coming over the air-waves of
· Chicago? The popular opinion
here concerning what the
Northeastern-based radio station sends out over the air
seems to be equally divided
down the middle, with one-half
of the opinion extremely
disliking the musical tastes of
the station, and the other half
being continuing loyalists.
The pe<>ple that dislike the
station argue that what is
played is too risque and is not
what the average student
wants to hear.
. Mark Mardell, WZRD's -Program Director, begs to differ.
"The basic idea behind what
we do musically ," Mardell
begins, " has always been the
same, and that is to try to give
people an alternative to what
they he&r elsewhere on the FM
and AM radio bands."
Started as a radio club in
1972, WZRD (then known as
WRNE) was first broadcast on
carrier current, a -system which
allowed broadcasts through
school speakers only. Then in
1974, the Federal Communications Commission issued the

•

dear
-deardra

five years ago and it 's a
decision the station intends to
stick by. The reason people get
involved with WZRD is their
own personal commitments to
see quality radio programming
get on the air.

radio station to go FM on 88.3,
where the -station has been
ever since, sharing its crowded
slot on the FM band with
other school radio stations,
such as WHPK, also ·88.3, out
of · the University of Chicago,
and Circle Campus' 88.1.
"Plus the station's involveAlthough venturing out
ment with quality programfrom
meager beginning five
ming is always expanding," he
years ago, the original station,
continues. "In the near future,
WRNE , had longer hours than
we hope to see more public
does the staff of today, 6 A.M.
affair programmings that are
to 10 P.M . as opposed to
relevant to our listeners lives,
today's 2 P.M. to 10 P.M. , but
more 'interviews with people
Mark Mardell thinks its only a
around Chicago who have
matter of time before time-slot
something to say, and most
expansion begins again, espeimportantly, some experimentcially with the infusion of new
ation.
personnel 'that seem to be
The best way to explain this
concerned with the station's
concept is to look -at radio as
existence itself.
an art form, not just some"Since its inception," Marthing where you read newsdell says, "WZRD" has always
copy for a few minutes and
thought of itself as a collecthen just put on· some music.
tive. The manifestations of
The idea is to explore the
this presents itself in different
comedy, the drama, the human
ways. For one, most of us
interest. The list is endless."
don't say our names on the
And s'o, it seems, is WZRD 's
air; we consider that if a good
search for new personnel. A lot
show is done, not only does the
of people don't think they can
person behind the microphone
get into the station's format,
succeed, but the greater benebut Mark Mardell thinks
fits are mainly 1for the station.
that's not necessarily true. "'In
We see it as another good
whatever field people get into,
piece of programming for the
I'm sure in some way it can tie
welfare of the station."
Concerned individuals are · into what we do at the station.
If it's in the field of theatre, .we
really what makes the station
could do a production right
go because, according to
here in the studio. If you've
Mardell, "No one gets paid at
got a certain expertise in
WZRD. This is a decision
Earth Science, Anthropology,
made at the station's inception
· Politics, or whatever, it could
all fit in. So if you have. an
inclination to communicate
with people about what you
know, stop down and I'm sure
we can work something out."
And if you've got an inkling
to hear radio wizardry over the
air, tune in 88.3 any day of the
week from 2 P.M. to 10 P.M.
You may just fall under one of
their spells.

a

picture poll.
by Cindy Hagerty

WHAT IS YOUR MOST
VALUABLE POSSESSION?

· Tom Jensen
Sophomore - Art:
My fish tanks

·...1
= •·.-.·~:1
... •.._.

Debbie Balton
Sophomore - Secondary Education:
My friends .

Christopher Paganc,
Sophomore - Speech
My water bed

-

.

.

Dear Deardra,
Upon entering a student office on this campus, I found its
occupant and his secretary were embraced quite romantically. My
presence went quite unnoticed and I left immediately. My
mission to his office was very urgent, but I was too embarrassed
to stay. Now, Deardra, my question is, should I have made my
presence known? What is the correct protocol in such
circumstances?
Sincerely,
_
Seymour Flesh
Author: Northeastern Behind Closed Doors
Seymour,
Next time come with a member of the opposite sex and have an
orgy!

,

On Wednesday Print had
the· pleasure of interviewing
Victor Clottey, the Ghanaian
Master Dancer. Victor , a
graduate of the University of
Ghana African Dance 'Program, was trained by the
1Chief's appointed top dancers
in each ·o f some 200 villages he
visited. A teacher and lecturer,
he will conduct a class in the
art of African dance for
Mini-U. The classes were
originally scheduled from Oct.
4th through DE:C. 6th but, due

- Eileen Scymanski
Sophomore - Math
My phone

to the lack of publicity, this
has been altered slightly.
Classes will begin on · October
18th and will go until December 12th. So, for those of you
who didn 't have a chance to
register but wanted to or,
anyone who is now interested,
~ere is still time to sign up.
Next Thursday, Oct. 13, the
students of UNI will have th
opportunity to hear and see
Victor, as he has so generously
offered to perform at 1:00
P .M. in the Auditorium.

Jeff Reinic
Freshman - Physics :
My ability to laugh

'\::(
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.
entertainment
•

'

Broadway smash, that took a
definite leisurely route in
arriving in the Second City, is
in no danger of being reprimanded for tardiness. At long
last Chicago has a chance to
see some of the heralded
" dazzle and thunder".
PIPPIN is a musical comedy about the son of Charlem a gne , who was a very
important person in- European
circles around the year 900

endearing awkwardness by spectacular finale ever seen on
Michael Rupert) blunders his a live stage.
While the songs are seldom
way through academics, battlefields , brothels, and back- memorable, there are pleasant
room politics until he arrives to listen to and Thelma
on the doorstep of domestic Carpenter's " No Time At All"
bliss. All you need in life is the lets us join in on the choruses.
love of good and rather The company excells in the
attractive Widow-woman with production numbers. Whatever
an adorable little kid an a pet was missing in Stephen
duck and your satisfaction is Schwartz 's music and lyrics is
made up in zeal and energy
guaranteed.
Musical comedy operates on and in Rupert's case, sincerity.
The role of t h e leading
t he thinnest of plot and the
book usually •is there to rest up play er origin a ted by Ben
the perfoIJilers for the next Vereen is played by Larry
production number. As you Riley. Riley can be recognized
may have guessed by now, as the man in the middle from
, P I PPIN contain s very µ t tle those well produced one minu te P IPPIN commercials. His
for t he medieval history buff.
What it does contain is some role, as a greek chorus of one
award winning costumes by to advise Pippin, changes as
Patricia Zipprodt , some award t he play, which is performed
winn in g . scenery by Tony without an intermission, winds
Walton, some awa1:d winning dow n . A n d winds down it
does, as if the play were some
lighting by J ules Fisher and,
of course, some award winning large mechanical wind-up dedirection and choreography by vice that expended all its
Bob Fos se. This is the energy and slowly was grindgentleman who directed t he ing to an uncalled for conclusion. Riley ·m oves around the
films CABARET and LENNY,
t he play, CHICAGO , and t he boards with styles, sometimes
tv special LIZA WITH A Z ~inister and sometimes sassy.
Despite t he faults of the
and starred, himself, in an
book and the music, PIP PIN
American Express commercial.
Obviously somebody likes this i fl, a rewarding evening of
theatre. Fosse's guidance has
man 's work and also likes the
produced a show of dazzle and _
show he and his fellow award
thunder. It is an entertaining
winners have been working on.
And there is a great deal to piece of t h ea tricality that
doesn't apologize for any lack
like about this oddball musical
of message. True love is an
comedy which has found a
h om e in t he cit y at t he acceptable ending under t he
bright lights and the audience
S hu bert T h ea t r e. PIPPIN
tosses every t heatrical style generally agreed. We had fu n
watching . They had fun perand schtick onto t he stage
with the possible exception of ' formi ng . I t's t ha t ki n d of
show.
Hamlet 's Father's ghost; talkDiscount tickets will soon be
ing heads, live animals , direct
available for members of t he
contact wi,t h the audience, sing
Northeastern community. De·
along numbers, animated scentails will bl;) forthcoming .
ery, and a promise of the most

RUSSELL Film

RUDOLF NUREYEV "VALENTINO"
LESLIECARON. MICHELLE PHILLIPSanctCAROL KANE
As~ociatt: Producer HARRY BENN · Writ ten bY

KEN RUSSELL and MARDIK MARTIN
Di rt:ctt:d hv KEN RUSSELL· Produced hy IRWIN WINKLER and ROBERT CHARTOFF
l ORIGINAL MOllm.j P'.CH.tRf SOUtJOiR.1.Ci< Al BU'/

REST ~_!£T ED ·•~
U~OIN 11 ~!OIJ l~fS ACCO"' PU Tl ~G
PAR!lt l 0~ AOlJi l GU A~0IO

,l/ ,f)

•

,---

A.O ., Charlemagne, that is,
not the son. And from there
stems the conflict of the play ..
If you ' ve got the most
powerful man in Europe. for a .
father, what can you do for an
encore? Young Pippin settles
for fi nding " perfect fullfillmen t ", which as anyone
knows, is as easy as managing
the Cubs to a world champion•
ship.
Pippin (played with an

AROBERT CHARTOFF-IRWIN WINKLER Production A KEN

R

•

I

by Dari Pea·r son

I first heard of PIPPIN
from an actor acquaintance of
mine who had then just
returned from a theatre tour of
New York. Some five years
ago h told me of a new play
t hat was absolutely brilliant.
A show filled with dazzle and
thunder.
Better late than never is not
an axiom of the theatre. A
missed clie is cause for a
po tential disa s ter but this

I

l/.Pf /"l ;/t.li f, P, ! f11l uwHn AA T1S½'[Jl~Tf.On[Jil

UnitedArtists •
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for your previous little personal,
we'll have to do something ,about
this!!!
Ricky.
Love,

'l lree classifieds '
lor sale
FOR SALE: Large aquarium
with heater stand and all equip•
ment. Reasonable. Call Joe 3792923.
FOR SALE: 1971 Toyota
Corolla 1690cc 23 MPG Body in
terrific shape white color. Set of
snow tires included. Call 271-1906.
FOR SALE: Double bed,
tress, box spring, frame
bookcase headboard. Perfect
dition. $75.00 or best offer.
Rich at 539-9756.

matand
conCall

personals
GISP, ·
Thanks for the compliment,
even though I don't deserve it.

L.
P.S. Where did . you get that
name?

---- --"----------

KEVIN!!
Long time no see! What's up?
Don't tell me, I think I know. How
• are you doing? I'm doing real good
and I still remember you, not very
often, but . . . love.
MISS iNNOCENT
DEAR DONNA:
Congratulations to you too on
becoming Lambda Sigma Alp~'s
new corresponding secetary . I
think this year we'll do super
good. Keep up the spirit!! ! love.
Adrian
HUE!!!
I never thought dancing the
waltz with no music could be so
beautiful!!! I'm sorry if I caused
you any trouble, but I would love
to see you again. How's your new
job? See you real soon ... love.
ADRIAN
Dear VanShaker:
Thanx!!I I think I'll adopt you
as my big brother. Oh! if I can
ev'er help you with anything,
please, teU me about it. Everything will work out for you, I am
sure.
love,
THE MASSEUSE
Jimbo,
It's been a long time since I've
written to you. You don't know me
but BOY DO I KNOW YOU!!!
Bye now, ·until we meet again . • .

-------

·-------

To whom it may concern :
Would someone please change
the re~ords in the Unicorn .
They've been there for more than
amillion years.
Yours truly,
A concerned student

To the nobility of Fargonia;
I proclaim October 7th in the
year l • of our king a national
holiday.
Court Jester,
P.S. No special reason I just feel
like having a party.

SMOKEY THE BEAR,
Which firebreak is it? The third
one north. Or the second from the
left, two south.
robert redford

FARGONIANSI ·
AS COURT ASTROLOGER, I
WOULD LIKE TO ANNOUNCE
OFFICIALLY THAT THERE
WILL BE A CONJUNCTION OF
THE FIFTEEN KNOWN (AT
LEAST ' FARGONIANS KNOW
THEM~ PLANETS IN OUR
LIVING ROOM THIS FRIDAY
NIGHT. THIS CONJUNCTION
WILL HERALD THE AGE OF
COMPLETE LUNACY!!! SO
MAN YOUR BONGS.
~ LiNDA, SPACE, CRASH,
toke-toke-toke, SNIFF
[COURT ASTROLGER)
Sue and Ron,
Congratulations and
Wishes for a happy life!!!

KARIN,
WHEN WHEN WHEN WHEN
WHEN WHEN WHEN WHEN
WHEN WHEN WHEN WHEN
WHEN WHEN WHEN WHEN.
JAMES

I guess that the photographer
from the lesser known pper is a
better one. The Trib photo did not
do you justice.
Fellow C-word

--------------BARBARA,
I

" . . . Are you a figment of my
imagination... "
KRIS

Best
,

Anne Marie and Tony:
Congratulations to you April
30th will be here sooner than you
think!
One,_ who was not suppose
to know,

BRENT,
Where have you been?
"THE GANG"

Who has turned into a coffee
freak?
BARBARA,
" . . . I want to spend my life
thanking you . . . "
DAVIDC.T.

J . Schmitt,
When are you going to let me
take your picture?

--------------ROXIE, TOM, and DENNIS,
~

Welcome back. Now that wasn't
too bad now was it.

Mike in Physics,
Thanks for the tip got any
more?

"A"

HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY
TO SUANNE,

Judy in ES Dept:
You're the best secretary at
UNI.

DOC,

Have you read the wall lately?

D. Kopke,
I'm sure you'll get rave reviews
for your part in the play, break a
leg!

MITCH,
I see you ' re developing the
"syndrome."

Thirty points for John: 9/28/77.

------------- -SWAN LAKE,

Forty-five points for Judy, 9/23/
77.

How about a permanent camping trip?
FIVER

To whom it concerns:
1-A, Got Any Yearnings? I
(1,13) 2nd. Fl. 3-3, J - M - GG.
Bring a PRINT to match.
Shylo

JOE SORGANI:
Happy Birthday! (Oct. 9th)
Have a great day . . . and many

Uear Lynn,

·
I think' you are a very sweet
person. I ~o want to th_~nk you

NATL DENTAL BOARDS• NURSING BOARDS

1

FIHible Programs & Hours

'Chere IS .a "'fferencem
~~

MPIAN.

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TESTPREPARATION
SPE CIALI STS SINCE 1938

SPRING, SUMMER, WINTER COMPACTS
MOST CLASSES START EIGHT \ir:EKS
PRIOR TO THE EXAM
STARTING SOON:
LSAT-SAT-GRE
OTHER CENTERS CALL TOLL FREE, 800-223-1782
Centers In Mafor US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and l ugano. Switzerland

more.
Love ya,
"Log"
Twin:
Guess what J can't wait for? Am
I weird, o~ ~ hat? "Wow m~n,
what the . : ." Ha.
Later .. ..
Farina Chiquita Catalpa
To MY LOVE
Being insecure and needing
people is really alright. Thanks for
helping me to see that. What other
'pearls of wisdom' do you hold in
that beautiful brain of y ours ?
Hoping to get a chance to find
out!
YOUR HEART
Dear R.P.,
There really isn ' t anything
wrong. I .feel great. Thanks for
asking though. It shows you still
care.
Love, Sam
COURT ASTROLOGER:
If you get married, I 'll bring
you a four foot wedding present.
King of the world,
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Fiver,

And it's great to be around
again.
pie,
KRIS,
" . . . and when you look at me,
I'm everything and more th~n I
had dreamed I'd be . . . "
BARBRA,
A VPBAC-GOD [Vice, or Course],
I'll bet you do some terrific
dough-nuts in that vehicle of yours
when the lake freezes over.
class of '78 [doesn't that
1iound nice]
DOC,

I I was surpriced and quite
please . . . Thaks for the chance to .
Pie,
JET,
Looking forward to that camping trip that you're planning.
WOODY
DANIEL,
FIE . . . just fie.
pie,

PIC,

Ann

oijp:LSIT~

2050 W. Dev.on
Chicago , Il l. 60645
(312 ) 764 -5151

To those .who·'moved my piano
and·those who didn't. Thanks. See.
you all camping. SOON!
SWAN LAKE

To Cathy (who never received a
persona) :
THOUS SHALT NOT STUFF
FORTY-SEVEN TENNIS BALLS
INTO THY TOILET BOWL.
Captain Isreal
P .S. Hello Light Lady where you
are.

MCIT •
&MIT J~~ j
IRE •OCIT •Ill• SAT
IMB I, 11, lll·ECFMii·FLEX·VQE
For Information Please Call ,

Dearest Blush!
I think you are one of a kind ; a
very sweet, kind, loveable, adoreable, sensational, and attractive
girl. I hope that in the future, we
will see more of each other.
Love you a lot,
Turkey trombonist,

PRINT

/

Carly:
There are two things that must
be healed ; Your neck and my
heart. You help me and I'll help
you.
Clark and Devon,
Cindee;
" Your friend is your needs
answered. He is your field which
you sow with love and reap wi_th
thanksgiving." Let's harvest ours
together.

"J."
L.S.A.,
Thanks to your support our beer
_blast was an even bigger success.
We ow~ you one. Thanks again.
' The Men of T.K.E.

T.K.E. Little Sister,
Thanks for h_elping us ou t
Friday night. Your help and
support did not go UJ:\noticed or
unappreciated.
The Men of T.K.E.
T.K.E. pledges,
We're glad you helped us out
Friday even before we asked you.
We would like to thank all of your
guys for your service. Don't forget
about our hayride Saturday.
The M'en of T.K.E .
~~~.

KARIN,
I still feel bad that I had to go
to class and couidn't help. I really
was with you in spirit. I hope Jim
did my share.
Woody,
Barri,

You don't know how much it
means to me to have a friend like
you . No one has ever truely
understood me before. Thanks . . .
for understanding.
·
From that same someone
P.S. Sorry I spelled your name
wrong last time. Am I forgiven?
SKIP,
Welcome aboard.
pie,

--- -----------.
. .:.
for Di,

Minus sixty points
10/ 4-5/77.

- --------- -----

Minus twenty points for Doc,
10/ 4-5/ 77.
Doc,
Thanks for being here when I
need you. I really don't know what
I would have done. I only wish it
hadn't happened.
Di

---- --------

Congratulations on a successful J immie,
beer Blast Can't wait for . the next
Thanks for your support during
one.
this trying time.
Di
A Friend,

~~------------------,,. l,ti·~- D;«J~.,

I

I

•~ - ,L~~~ n ~

~ ~- ~ t.

1

J}J t ~·U - J) ~~ •
~ ;1~ ~ ~J

11
PJ

f)~ J

',
II
I
I

I~
· 3336 West Bryn Mawr_- 478-9440
·
.Ll
·
~
FREE
DE~IVERY
11
am-2
pm
I
I · DeliciousSubmarineSandwiches
, - -. .- - - - - - - - ·
Homemade Chili - Ice Cream
I · f .;,, 1 f I t, j I f ~ _
I
Homemade Soups
I
L:..L:..L:..V L:..LL
·I
THIS
WEEK
ONL
y
I
I
(Lentil , Chicken Noodle, Potato,
I
I
Tomato , Mushroom Noodle)
I
Small Drink with the
I
I
purcha~ of any
I
ALSO ... Vegetarian's Delights
I
sandwi~
I
I Moe, Larry, Cheese (4 cheeses melted) I . offer good ~til October 13
I
MMMMMMMMMMMMM Good!
penny wise& .,ound Coolish
_

I

New Hours: 9:30 am to 7:30 pm

•----------J-

----------------------··

I
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sperts
Mistakes plague
•
Eagles Ill
second loss
The Eagles suffered their
secon d loss of the seas on
Saturday, when t hey were
humiliated by Grand Valley 34-12. In the Mad Bowl at
Luther North lack of sound
defensive tactics, ·inconsistent
quarterbacking, a poor kicking
game and an inability to run
the football were Northeastern ' s major downfalls . The
Eagles were simply outplayed.
The first quarter was scoreless and both team's defenses
were hitting hard. Grand
Valley opened th~ scoring in
the eecond quarter on a ten
play drive that was set up by
t wo penalt ies. A disputed
fu mble play, in which the
officials ~ouldn ' t get their
signals straight, gave GV their
7-0 lead.
UNI connected minutes later when the defensive tackle
Bemis Lester took the ball out
of the fullback 's hand and ran
8 yds. for a TD. The run for
two pts was not gj)()(}, making
the score 7-6.
With seconds to go in the
half, Grand Valley intercepted
a pass and ran back 75 yds. for
six points. The kick was wide,
so the score at the half was
13-6.
Quarterback Bob Perlowski
just wasn ' t there on the
_passing scene during the first
half. He threw three interceptions and completed -only two
of 12 attempts for 25 yds._
Coach Lanno replaced Perlewski with reserve QB, John
Ireland early in the second

half. Ireland ' s timing and
accu racy looked good bu t
when forced to run he -was
uncertain.
The t hird quar ter was
dominated by Grand Valley.
They scored early as a result of
a short punt that gave them
the ball at midfield. Later tha
same quarter, Ireland threw an
interception on the Eagles 36, 1
and 8 plays later GV had
another TD. The score was
27 -6 at the end of three
· periods.
Grand Valley started strong
in the final quarter, once again
connecting for 7. The E agles
by Hector Carabez
got that back on a n 85
Last Saturday Northeastyard-10 play drive . Doug
Johnson grabbed 3 passes for ern '.s .cross country team
60 yards and Tom Martin participated in the annual
caught one for nine. A penalty Aurora Invitational. This
put the ball on Grand Valley's meet, which attracts schools
one and fullback Tim Ander- · from all over Illinois and Iowa,
son took it over for the TD. saw over one hundred harriers
run the four mile course in
Final score: 34-12.
Ireland completed 8 out of ankle-deep .mud and water.
23 for 148 yards. Falk was the This was too much for our
main rusher with 21 rushes for Eagles, as they finished 14th,
76 yds. Johnson was - North- beating only Knox.
, To show the inconsistency of
eastern's top receiver with 60
yds. Lester led the defensive the team, Hector Carabez and
squad with a TD, 2 intercep- Chris Daniel led the Eagles by
tions, . 4 solo tackles and 15 running the layout in 25:40
and 25 :47, respectively. Their
assists.
The Eagles take on Lake- times were more than a minute
land tomorrow at Luther and a half off their previous
~orth, 5700 W. Berteau, in our race and four minutes off the
second to last home game. A
load cheering home crowd can
really benefit the players so ·
let 's show our team we 're
behind them. Game time is
1:30 P.M.

Poor, showing for harriers · at Aurora
winning time of 21 :03. This
did not help the team 's overall
score, as they ended up with
4.26 points . Northeastern's
other runners were Andy
Freeman, · Sixto Linares, and
Cathy Reich, who finished
78th, 79th, and 94th, res~tively.
Saturday also marked a first
for the team, as Cathy Reich, a
transfer student from Wright,
became the first female cross
country' runner in the school's
history. Ms. Reich, who had
not practiced with the team all
week, arrived at the meet only
five minutes before its start
due to transportation problems. Her time was an even 39
minutes.

Tomorrow the Golden Eagles travel to the pqlo grounds ,
in Elmhurst, where they will
run a triangular meet with
Elmhurst College and Concordia. The team is very hopeful
of coming home with a victory.
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by Kathy DiGaudio
The women's tennis team
will compete in the Illinois
State Championships this
weekend at Western Illinois
University. This tournament is
the highlight of the s~son,
and the girls are hoping to do
well against the very tough
competition.
At the Millikin tournament
last weekend, the competition
proved too strong, "and the
girls were eliminated in the
early rounds. However, Laura
Zwolfer's return from a knee
injury should help the team's
chances in the state tourney.
Other matches las t week
i ncluded an up set loss to
Circle, a comeback victory
over DePaul, and a loss to St .
Francis for the second time
this season. The team record
now stands at 6-7. Besides the
state tournament, other upcoming matches include this
Monday 's contest against Chicago University at 2:30.
The lineup for the tourney is
as follows : #1 dou6les: -Lori
Franco and Laura Zwolfer. #2
doubles: Kathy DiGaudio and
Mimi Keefe. Laura Wasik will
represent the team in singles
play.

